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Abstract – The usage of smartphones has increased rapidly over the last few years. Due to their mobility and good connectivity, smartphones are increasing thrice as compared to PC’s. However they are still constrained by limited processing power, memory and battery. In this paper we propose a framework for making the applications of these smartphones autonomous enough, to offload their compute intensive parts automatically from the Smartphone to the virtual image of the smartphones on the cloud thus using the unlimited resources of the cloud. By using this framework the application developers will be able to enhance the capabilities of the smartphones.
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I. INTRODUCTION.
Cloud can be viewed as a great service which hosts everything, may it be data, applications or any other running programs. A cloud could be seen as an amorphous collection of computers and servers that could be accessed through the internet. Cloud computing has emerged as a great technology in terms of scalability and portability. It has changed our view of carrying data and communication. Cloud services are also very much indulging into mobile networks as most of the smartphones have the capability to support cloud computing environment.

Smartphones are mobile phones with advanced computing capability, connectivity and rich set of functionality. In a nutshell, a Smartphone combines the functionalities of a phone, personal digital assistant (PDA) and a small computer. With the increasing popularity and a large number of developers developing applications for smartphones, the users of these phones have started using them for high end 3D gaming, to handle their finances i.e. internet banking and as their health and wellness managers (e.g. Eat this, not that app. for android). These new applications could be very resource exhaustive and the phones have a limited memory, computational power and battery life. That’s why it makes good sense to offload the heavy applications to the virtual Smartphone running on the cloud thus saving the actual phone’s precious resources.

A number of techniques have been proposed to offload the applications of smartphones to the cloud, including complete offloading of the applications as well as partial offloading of the applications. In these techniques used for offloading the application is partitioned at the binary level and thus making this partitioning transparent for the application developer. But this process is compute intensive itself and to make changes at the binary level of an application needs changes in the application loader also which is difficult as well as leads to security vulnerabilities. Furthermore, in the proposed techniques an application called the application partitioner or offloader needs to be installed on the Smartphone which makes the partitions and offloads the appropriate partition of other applications to the cloud. The application offloader makes the offloading decision for all the applications in the phone and thus become an overhead on the phone’s resources. In this paper we propose a framework for offloading an application partially i.e. only the compute intensive, non-interactive part of an application is offloaded. The partitioning is done by the application developer and the offloading decision is taken by the application itself thus eradicating the need of making changes at the binary level and the need of application partitioner or offloader.

II. MOTIVATION.
The application and features of smartphones are increasing day by day because the usage of these feature rich phones is increasing. People are replacing their laptops and personal computers with these smartphones thus the demand for processing and memory is increasing. These phones use a battery as their power source which has a limited capacity as compared to plug in devices like personal computers.

Some of the major problems faced by the Smartphone users now-a-days are listed as follows. Firstly, the applications using heavy graphics, memory or CPU result in a lot of battery drainage. Secondly, due to the small size of the phones the processing power, memory and battery are limited and these phones are not able to perform compute intensive tasks which our laptops or desktops could perform. The solution to these problems is either to increase the size of battery, processing power of the CPU and size of memory which in turn results in increased size and cost of the phone or to use the resources of the cloud to execute the heavy applications thus saving the phone’s scarce resources.

Cloud computing on the other hand provides computing resources (hardware and software) as a service through internet.

The major motivation for this paper is to use the computing resources provided as a service by the cloud to run the resource exhaustive applications of the smartphones connected to the cloud through internet. In the past couple of years some techniques have been proposed to partially or completely offload the applications onto the cloud. We will be discussing those techniques in the next section and the challenges faced by the offloading techniques.
III. Review of Proposed Architectures in the Related Research.

Quite a few approaches have been proposed for offloading applications from a Smartphone to the cloud, which includes offloading the complete application, offloading an application partially. Related work in the field of offloading applications from android phones to the cloud have been discussed below.

In 1998, Alexey Rudenko et al. proposed a scheme to enhance the battery life of a laptop through wireless remote processing of power costly tasks. They proposed that the battery life of a laptop could be increased by shifting the power costly tasks onto a server through wireless connectivity or the internet. This powerful server will perform the tasks as required and send back the results to the laptop saving the laptop from processing the tasks itself and in the meanwhile the laptop will keep on performing less power costly tasks. This research gave birth to a new idea of remote processing of power costly tasks of the smartphones using the resources of the cloud.

Year 2009 witnessed the proposal of augmented Smartphone applications through clone cloud execution by Byung Gon Chun and Petros Maniatis. This research proposed to augment the smartphone’s capabilities by offloading an application partially or completely to a clone Smartphone. A clone is a virtual system on the cloud running the same operating system as that of the phone using hardware from the cloud’s pool of hardware. The application is offloaded partially because only the part of the application which is compute intensive is to be offloaded and thus reducing the load on the Smartphone. While the compute intensive part is being executed by the clone the actual phone executes the remaining application. After the clone is finished with the execution of the compute intensive part of the application it returns the results to the actual phone. The phone processes the results as required and provides the user with the results. The proposed architecture includes a controller and a replicator installed in the actual phone and an augmenter and replicator installed on the clone. The replicator synchronizes the changes in the phone software and state to the clone. The controller offloads the application from the Smartphone to the clone and merges back the results from the clone to the phone. The augmenter running in the clone manages the local execution and returns a result to the actual phone.

Following the vision provided by the above research, Byung Gon Chun et al. in the year 2011 implemented an architecture named clone cloud for offloading an application partially to its clone in the cloud. This scheme uses a partition analyzer which partitions the application to be offloaded for remote execution. The partition analyzer has a static analyzer which discovers the possible migration points and the constraints for migration and a dynamic profiler to build a cost model for execution and migration. The partition analyzer helps the migration unit to migrate and re-integrate the application at the chosen points. The migration unit comprises of a migratory node manager and a partition database. The migratory provides the part to the clone and an entry is made to the partition database which helps in re-integrating the partitioned application.

In the year 2011, a new approach of the applications from android Smartphone to the cloud was introduced by Eric Y. Chen and Mistutaka Itoh named virtual Smartphone over IP. In this approach the complete application was offloaded from the android Smartphone to the cloud. In this approach it was proposed to provide cloud computing environment specifically tailored for Smartphone users. This architecture allows users of smartphones to create virtual Smartphone images in the cloud and install and run their applications in these images remotely. The user can create a number of smart phone images using a dedicated server for each user. In 2010, Georgios Portokalidis et al. proposed a new scheme named paranoid android to provide security to android phones by applying security checks on remote security servers that host exact replicas of the smartphones in virtual environments. As the remote servers are not constrained with battery or processing power, multiple detection schemes could not be applied simultaneously. On the phone, a tracer records all information needed to accurately replay its execution. The recorded execution trace is transmitted to the cloud over an encrypted channel, where a replica of the phone is running on an emulator. On the cloud, a replayer receives the trace and faithfully replays the execution within the emulator.

Another system named MAUI was introduced in 2010 by Eduardo Cuervo et al. MAUI enables fine-grained energy aware offload of mobile’s code to a cloud infrastructure. MAUI uses code portability to create two versions of a Smartphone application, one of which runs locally on the Smartphone and the other runs remotely in the infrastructure. Managed code enables MAUI to ignore the differences in the instruction set architecture between today’s mobile devices (which typically have ARM-based CPUs) and servers (which typically have x86 CPUs). It uses programming reflection combined with type safety to automatically identify the remote able methods and extract only the program state needed by those methods. MAUI profiles each method of an application and uses serialization to determine its network shipping costs (the size of its state). MAUI combines the network and CPU costs with measurements of the wireless connectivity, such as its bandwidth and latency to construct a linear programming formulation of the cost offload problem.

IV. Challenges

The main problem which is identified in the previous architectures is that offloading a compute intensive application partially can improve the battery life of a Smartphone but the offloading system will incur some overhead on the phone especially if the offloading decision is taken for a large number of applications when only a few number of applications are actually required to be offloaded.

The architectures discussed in the above section need to make changes in the binary of the application at the time of execution, to make it offloadable. To make changes at the binary level, the program loader has to be changed which may result in security vulnerabilities to analyze the binary
of an application could be compute intensive thus imposing overhead on the phone.

V. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

In this paper we present a framework for automated offloading of compute intensive applications of android smartphones to the virtual image of the Smartphone on the cloud. An offloading framework is proposed which if used by the developers of the application, will empower the application to offload its compute intensive, non-interactive parts based on static analysis to the Smartphone image on the cloud. The static analysis is done to make the decision making more fast and light than the previous techniques. This framework will empower the application to offload its compute intensive part to the cloud via internet after analyzing the cost of offloading over the cost of running the application on the phone itself. The analysis will be done using parameters like input size and internet connectivity. By using this framework the developers will empower the applications to offload themselves without the need of some other application to analyze and offload parts of the application.

The major advantage of using this framework is that the offloading decision will be taken by the application itself. This decision making will have to be inserted in the source code while writing the applications which is advantageous over the previous approaches in the following ways. Firstly, the approaches discussed earlier modified the applications at binary level using modifications in the loader and thus increasing the security vulnerabilities. Secondly, they analyzed each application’s binary to offload it, but only a few compute intensive applications need to be offloaded thus causing an overhead on the phone’s resources. By using this technique the offloading decision will be taken only for the compute intensive applications which need to be offloaded and the application developers will not use this offloading framework for small applications. This technique will need to modify the applications at the development stage and will not modify the applications binary thus eradicating the need of changing the application loader.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we explored the design of a framework which makes an application autonomous to offload its compute intensive part to the cloud thus saving the resources of the android phone. This framework makes changes in the application at the development time thus eradicating the need to make changes in the application’s binary. The application will make the offloading decision using static analysis.

Our future work includes implementation and evaluation of this design, adding dynamic analysis to support the offloading decision and comparing the performance of both frameworks using static analysis and the one using dynamic analysis. We are also planning to incorporate security, privacy and trust related models in the proposed framework.
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